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OPEN DAY 2010
INFORMATION FOR MEMBERS - MORE HELP

NEEDED!

Staff Buses
All Open Day volunteers coming by car are encouraged to park at Wisley
on the Sunday, not in Redhill Road.  A staff bus will operate morning and
evening for those needing to report at Redhill Road. Volunteers arriving by
early train at Weybridge Station should use the 0755 staff bus to Cobham
Bus Museum via Wisley Airfield. The staff bus timetable is shown below:

   Early morning   Late evening
Wisley Airfield 0630 - 0817  - 1825*
Weybridge Station
Cobham Bus Museum 0645 - 0832  - 1858

Cobham Bus Museum 0740 - -  1810 1910

Wisley Airfield - 0815 -  1825* -
* Note that evening staff buses do not serve Wisley Airfield. They arrive
and depart from the bus stop on the A3 Portsmouth Road junction with Elm
Lane.

More Volunteers Required
We are currently about 30 volunteers short for this event! It may therefore
have to be down-sized. Not something that any of us want to happen, I’m
sure. PLEASE, if you can spare four hours in the morning or afternoon of
Sunday 11 April 2010 - send in your Volunteer Card or send an email to
events@lbpt.org for further details. Alternatively write to me at the
Museum address - or telephone me on 07801 222. Thank You.

(We currently have sufficient volunteers for the set-up on Saturday 10
April).

John Shirley.
Event Co-ordinator.
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Photographs and articles in this magazine are copyright and can only be
reproduced with the written consent of the respective authors or owners.

The raffle at the Christmas Lunch at Silvermere
raised £300.

Same time next year,  Sunday 16th  January 2011.
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Editorial                                                                                   Dave Jones

Welcome to a jam-packed “New Year” edition.  It’s been quite a job
squeezing in all the items sent for  this time, as well as some held over from
the previous issue.  It is good to see that much of the content is devoted to
updates on progress of both the museum and the vehicles, a sure sign that
Cobham is moving in all the right directions.

Talking of moving, my employers, East London Bus Group, have recently
moved their head office staff  to the new garage at West Ham, two months
late and with a few snags still to iron out with the eco-tech.  So I’m back
working at a garage again, but now there’s so much H & S red tape, it’s
almost impossible to get near a bus.  Let’s hope Cobham never suffers the
same afflictions after its move!

Inside we have the usual updates as mentioned above, along with interesting
items on horse buses, TDs, route 412 (not Arriva’s Purley to Croydon
service) and Matt Munro, as well as reviews of books and models.  Plus a
Mystery Page!  And, humble pie time, the full paragraph from Michael
Baker’s item that was partially obliterated in the last issue.

Read on and enjoy and bleated “Happy New Year”
Front cover - Peter Zabek’s atmospheric shot of RTL 1163 at Camberwell
Green on 30th November 2008 during the RTL 40 run.
Back cover - John Stiles captured RT 3496 at Tring on 22nd June 2008
where it attracts some admiration from passers-by.
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From the cab……

I’m writing this is February and looking forward to a busy, rewarding and,
hopefully, warmer year for “Cobham”. 2010 could well be one of the most
significant years in the Trust’s history with the Brooklands plan coming to a head.
Elsewhere in the magazine there is an update from Roger Stagg on the progress
being made. Right now, we (in particular the developers) are locked in the tortuous
planning process. We can only wish them success in the work that will eventually
transform “Cobham”.

Looking more at home, we have the April gathering at Wisley to look forward to
with the Green Line theme running throughout the whole year. Work is well
underway and on target to have T504 as an exhibit at the April event.

With the Green Line theme in mind, I have just returned from a meeting with an
owner of an original unmodified Green Line RF. The owner has agreed to loan the
vehicle to us for the events this year. Although it is tempting to think that there are
numerous RFs, there are now only a handful of roadworthy unmodified Green
Line versions. It will be good, if this can be arranged, to see this RF on the
anniversary road run in July.

The fact that people are prepared to loan vehicles to us is an indication of our now
pre-eminent position in this field. We can be trusted to look after vehicles with care
and exhibit them in a way that gives pleasure to thousands of visitors. Another way
that we can measure the trust people have in the Trust (maybe that is a new catch
phrase!) is the increasing number of items that are donated for sale. Michael and
his team will be very grateful for surplus books, models, memorabilia, etc to aid
the fund raising effort. We know that some people, for a variety of reasons, cannot
support our work on a direct basis but donations like these really help.

2010 will see us bringing to an end the RT1 appeal and I’m quietly confident that
Michael Wickham and his team will meet the target. Not only will we secure an
attractive eye catching vehicle for the Trust Collection but we have saved an iconic
vehicle on behalf of the preservation movement as a whole. If we are successful
with our appeal it will be appropriate for us to publicly acknowledge the handful
of people with vision that have, over the years, secured the safety of this vehicle.

On the subject of appeals, there is a smaller, but equally valid appeal underway, to
secure AEC Reliance RP90 as part of the Trust collection. The bus is currently
privately owned. This handsome vehicle in authentic Green Line livery would
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make an attractive addition, particularly this year. If the RP class in one of your
favourites, maybe you would like to help in some particular way.

2010 will also see more intensive work by David Kinnear and his team to secure
full accredited museum status. If we succeed this will be an enormous achievement.

If you have seen a lot of “Cobham” related items in the press (particularly the
transport related media) it is because we now have Graham Whyte manning our
press office. We welcome Graham, a press industry professional, who will I’m
sure help keep matters “Cobham” at the forefront of people’s minds.

Enjoy the coming rally and road run season.

Peter Duplock
Chairman of LBPT

Membership Report                                                           Steve Hook

As announced at the AGM, we will shortly be introducing a system by which
annual subscriptions are to be paid by Direct Debit. This will replace other
payment arrangements including Standing Orders. These changes will greatly
simplify things although completion of a new form will be necessary. Full
details will be sent to members before their subscription renewal date.

Welcome to the following new members:

1503 Malcolm Hart  Warwick
1504 David Roberts  Bath
1505 N Russell  Bury St Edmunds
1506 R Bourton  Croydon
1508 Ruger Seear  Lightwater
1509 Richard Emmans Welling
1510 Colin Brading  Swindon
1511 Steve Hicks  Woodham
1512 Stephen Edwards Crawley
1513F Michael Tweed East Grinstead
1514 P Vince  Solihull
1515 Peter Norman  Chatham RM 2116
1516 Terry Morris  Westerham Hill
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Vehicle Restoration Update February 2010                          Roger Stagg

UMP227
All internal Rexine up to the entrance bay is complete and widow cappings are now
being refitted. Work on the step is in hand and trial fitting of the door units
undertaken. Many members including “weekly regulars” Tony Hall , Ed Warren,
Peter Wall and Alan Trenchard are taking this vehicle forward under the direction
of  Peter Smith and Gerry Job.

ST922
Repair to the rotted front canopy is now virtually complete and with its overhauled
carburetor we should see this iconic vehicle road ready shortly. Roger Shaw with a
colleague has been responsible for this difficult work.

RTL139
Is back at CBM following its repaint. Alan Heasman has been “reconditioning” the
wheels and it awaits its transfers and lettering when the weather improves.

Ambulance
The feet of Tony Lewis and John Capes have been observed sticking out from
beneath the rear axle undertaking essential repairs and a brake reline.

T504
Our classic Green Line 10T10 coach returned from storage at Northchapel with a
view to putting it back on the road for GreenLine 80 this year. It was descended
upon by members led by Peter Goodfellow who swiftly removed the below waist
panelling over the rear half, exposing the body framing and broken cross members.
A means was devised to replace the main member without a body lift and this was
installed pre Xmas removing the “hill” that had developed in the floor.
Considerable tin worm was found in parts of the inner mudguards and cross
member framing, as well as many timber and flitch members that had rotted away
particularly around the wheel arches.

New timber and steel sections have been fabricated courtesy of Ian Barrett and
installation is 90% complete as of mid February. Curved and S shaped hardwood
sections have been trimmed to fit and installed alongside the steel supports by Andy
Baxter and the writer, as well as repairs to rotted sections in the pillars. Graham
Burnell and Peter Goodfellow have made up the dirty gang, cleaning off years of
dirt and refinishing with Hammerite, working from dawn till dusk.
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A problem was found in that the nearside rear spring was an RT unit and the offside
the original 10T10 but badly worn. The old units have been transported gratis by
Steve May’s Sameday Courier Company and two new springs are being
manufactured by Brost Forge at Kings Cross to give a level and smooth ride.

Meanwhile headed up by Chris Wheble another gang are furiously at work with wet
and dry rubbing down the below waist rail bodywork prior to a new coat of paint.

Special thanks to all those volunteers who are putting more and more vehicles back
“on road”

RTL 139, before,
during and after,
captured by Peter
Zabek.
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RT 2775 Progress                                                                    Nick Abbott

Good visible progress has been made on RT2775 over the last few months.  The
restoration of the cab area has been mainly completed, with just the electrics
needing finishing - Dave Kreisler is currently working on finishing these, and then
the drivers seat and steering wheel can be refitted, completing the cab.  The lower
deck is now almost complete - rebuilding of the floor traps has now been finished,
completing the floor.  The seats have been painted and refitted, along with the green
and cream capping pieces.  There are only a few small finishing touches that are
now needed to complete the lower deck.  As mentioned last time, the new tyres
have been fitted to the wheels, and the bus is finally back on all it's wheels, after
quite a few years.

Nick Abbott’s
photos show
progress on the
lower deck, more
having been made
recently.
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Peter Zabek was on
hand to record the
re-installation of the
engine, always a
useful stage in any
restoration.
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Museum Vehicle Driver Assessments and Type Training

The text below regarding the above has been posted in the Museum detailing the current
Trust policy.

The conditions by which the Trust accepts members for type training have become
somewhat blurred over the past years.

Accordingly the Trust wishes to advise all members old and new that the “rules” will be
reintroduced as from Jan 2010.

Members wishing to apply for Type Training must submit a request in writing to the
Secretary. Such requests will be considered by the CoM and if approved will be forwarded
to the Driver Training Manager who will contact the applicant and arrange a day for tuition
and assessment. Applications for Training will only be considered for members who have
satisfied the minimum conditions of:
1) At least 6 months membership and
2) Having assisted the Trust as a Volunteer Member.
Training on Class 6 vehicles can only be given to holders of a current D or D&E licence

ALL current members having an approved Type Training record will be required to
undertake a short re assessment during the forthcoming 12 months no matter what their
position and random re assessments of drivers may take place from time to time. Failure
to complete re-assessments within three months of contact will mean that driving rights
are automatically postponed. The assessment will be made on any single vehicle for which
the driver holds accreditation, subject to availability and should not last longer than 30
mins. Should the examiner feel that improvements are needed he will discuss this privately
with the driver. Drivers will need to show that they have undertaken some non driving
voluntary work for the Trust in the previous 12 months for to maintain driving rights.

The Driver Training Manager will be Mr Alan Bond who has a long experience in this field
and was Cobham’s Type Trainer for many years before he moved to Somerset. A Deputy
DTM to Alan Bond may be appointed by CoM if needs dictate.

Objects of this Document.
1. To ensure that new drivers are carefully selected from the volunteer membership
2. To ensure that drivers continue to exercise the appropriate skills and to correct any
    faults they may have developed.
3. To ensure that the benefits of being able to drive our unique collection are earned by
contributing to the running of the Museum
4. To safeguard the vehicles

Committee of Management
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Brooklands Update                                                                  Roger Stagg

There are times when one gets the feeling that brick walls and heads are in contact!
However we should all acknowledge that getting it right and dotting all the I’s
whilst crossing all the T’s pays dividends in the long term.

The planning applications for both sites are imminent at the time of writing (mid
February) but there have been a number of factors that have prevented it going in
earlier.  To ensure adequate storage and display space on one site the building has
now been increased to 80 Metres by 30 (263 ft by 98ft).  We have had to deal with
English Heritage as we will abut the Brooklands track a Scheduled Ancient
Monument (SAM).  On Redhill Rd, following a meeting with the Planning
Committee the developer has needed to secure a signed up Care Home Operator,
their site specifics needing to be incorporated in the design.  The removal of the
Wartime Conditions relating to the existing building are having to be revoked

It was found that two  K3 telephone boxes and an AA box that stood on the site in
the 80’s, privately owned by a member were “Listed” but removed from site
without the permission of the Authorities. Whilst their whereabouts have now been
established, there is still need to go through the formal procedure of “Delisting”.
Operating and Lease Agreements with BMT have been more time consuming than
was envisaged but completion of these is imminent.

A sub group to deal with relocation logistics has been set up under Gerry Job and
physical works to sort and deal with non vehicle assets will commence after 11th

April. This is likely to involve at least six vehicles being moved to temporary
secure accommodation elsewhere and thus making them unavailable for around six
months.

The results of the planning will be unlikely to be known before publication of the
next magazine, but watch this space

COBHAM TOURS

We will be taking the newly painted RTL139 to the Isle of Wight on
Sunday October 17th. Put this in your diary if you would like to come
along on this wonderful vintage RTL. Details later in the year. Reserve

your seat now, as we are expecting it to be a sell out. The cost is still £25.

Alan Heaseman,  The Mill, Jessamy Road, Weybridge, KT13 8LE

Alanheasman@ net
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RT1 - one more push and we're there!

Yes, we're almost there but we just need your help in the next few weeks to reach the
£150,000 mark. As  I write (mid-February), the Appeal has reached the magnificent
total of £145,000. Donations have continued to pour in with many of you contributing
for the first time, knowing that the chances of a successful outcome are now very high.

Such has been the level of support that the Museum Trustees have felt able to make a
down-payment to RT1's owner. This has had the effect of fixing the price once and for
all - £150,000 - but has at the same time put the pressure on the Trust to come up with
the balance of the purchase price by April. Will you help us to avoid a sticky situation,
come April, by making your contribution to the remaining £5,000 needed? Please send
your cheque, made payable to LBPT Ltd, to RT1 Appeal, Cobham Bus Museum,
Redhill Road, Cobham KT11 1EF.

On 24 January, a "photo-call" was arranged for Appeal donors and raised a further
£2,000 in the process. RT1 posed for the cameras at the Museum, at Brooklands next
to Concorde and then at the Putney Common terminus of route 22 (see pictures) where
it would have stood many times after entering service in 1939.

The gloomy weather on 24 January did not dampen the spirits of the 30 Appeal donors
who supported the photo-shoot at Putney Common, a terminus largely unchanged in
the 70+ years since RT1's first layover there. Picture: Michael Wickham
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Michael H C
Baker sent
four photos of
RT 1  at the
photoshoot
and two of
examples of
other rolling
stock that has
worked the 22.
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RTW 276, above working from Hackney garage turns off Lower Richmond Road
circa 1962.                              Photo - MHC Baker
My only photo of RM 1000 prior to preservation is this, taken on 9 April 1978, with
RM 1020 behind.                Dave Jones
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Don't forget Members' & Friends' Day at the Museum
on .

Lots of attractions including bus rides, presentations,
collectors' market, Cobham Shop etc. All entirely
free of charge, including refreshments. Why not

bring a friend or two?

If you haven't already, please let Michael Wickham
know you're coming on 01883 313 or

mpf.wickham@ com

 RML 2745, from Putney garage, turns off Putney Bridge in 2000.
               Photo - MHC Baker
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April 2010 Spring Gathering Model                              Richard Jones

This year’s limited-edition model for the Spring Gathering on 11th April will be
red Central Area RTL 911 running as a Green Line relief on route 718 to Windsor.

Due to the fact that a spare RF coach was usually garaged at both Riverside and
Victoria garages, it was quite rare for a Central Area bus to be used in service
on Green Line duties.  On the occasion when they did appear, it was very often
with the route and destination being chalked onto the blind box.  Our model
however depicts a well turned out RTL 911 from Victoria garage running as
GM56 complete with both front and rear destination blinds, subbing for an RMC
coach on 27th September 1964.  This is based on an actual appearance of this
vehicle in this role. Limited to only 360 pieces; the model will have an authentic
appearance with period advertisements only on the bus itself, and as last year the
“Cobham 2010” branding will only be shown on the box and the certificate.

The model will be available exclusively from the Cobham Shop at Wisley
Airfield on the 11th April (not available at Redhill Road); priced at £27.00 to
Members (please show your membership card) and £30 to non-Members. If
there are any models outstanding after the event, they will be made available at
the usual enthusiasts events that the Cobham Shop attends or alternatively by
mail order. To enquire about availability after 11th April, please call the Museum
on Wednesday afternoons on 01932 868665 and ask for the Shop Manager. P&P
is £3.50 for the first model and £2.50 for each additional model thereafter.

Members who volunteer at the Spring Gathering will have the usual privilege of
reserving the model in advance and collecting at their convenience on the day.
The necessary order form will be sent to volunteers before the event.

Later on in the year it is hoped to have 2 further limited-edition models, a 2RT2
in July and an RTL in the autumn, but negotiations are still ongoing with the
manufacturer. Further details will be announced in the magazine and on our
website when more information is available.
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RP90 - a good start but more support needed

There's been an excellent response to the appeal in the last Magazine for support in
the formation of a group to acquire RP 90 and donate it to the Museum. 14
Members have so far joined the 'RP 90 Group' and have pledged over £4,000
towards the target of £10,000. Members of the Group will have the opportunity to
"adopt" the coach, looking after it and having crewing opportunities.

More support is now needed; if you would like to see this fine Green Line coach
join the Cobham Collection, particularly in this 80th year of Green Line Coaches,
please get in touch with the Group Co-ordinator, Ed Warren on 01732 601 or
email him on fryingpan60@ co.uk

 RP 90 at Hertford’s very basic bus station, possibly on an early morning bus
run prior to a Green Line Journey.                          Photo - David Wilkinson

An Appeal from Chris Stanley
Attempting to obtain copies of SMS fare charts when new in
service , pre decimal. Charts required are from Bromley , Elmers
End, Croydon and Catford garages. Please email
christopherstanley48@ .com (for use in a restored SMS)
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Letters

From Terry Stubbington

I recently had the opportunity of reading the Winter 2009 edition of your magazine
and was particularly interested in “Chasing the last STLs” by Micheal  H C Baker.
His comments about the STLs at Rush & Tompkins, Sidcup, really brought back
memories for me.  Although my visit was 50 years ago and I can’t remember what
I did last week, I have very clear memoires of the visit.  Having been allowed into
the yard with a friend, we noted the vehicle numbers and registrations but then
realised that there were discrepancies.  It appeared that the bonnet sides and
possibly radiators had been interchanged between vehicles.

I have a photograph in my collection of six STLs in the yard.  Close inspection of
this reveals some interesting information.

The first in line has not visible identification but roof profile suggests that it is an
STL 13 tunnel bus.

Next to it is ELP 175, STL 2515  This is one of the vehicles in Mr Baker saw and
is illustrated in his article.  The difference is that my photo shows it with a roofbox
body (STL14 series).

The third vehicle is is BLH 732, STL 660, with an STL5 body which has no roofbox.

Next to this is CLX 593, STL 1351, which Mr Baker says he saw with a roof box.
In my photo it appears to have an STL11 body and therefore has no roofbox.

The fifth vehicle is DLU 9, STL 1802, which has an STL14 roofbox body.

The last in the line is difficult to identify but may be SXX 381, STL 1695, which
would have been an STL14 with a roofbox, but it does not have one.

Another point worth noting is that the registration plate on STL 2515 in the
magazine photo does not have the standard LT style letters and numbers.  It was
probably changed by Rush and Tomkins and may be linked to some identity
swapping.

This information has probably raised more questions than answers but certainly
confirms Mr Baker’s suspicions about identity changes.
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From Mike Lloyd, Newsletter Editor, Friends of Classic London Buses of the Fifties

I have just got round to reading the recent magazine - my usual winter-time
catching up with so many publications - and wanted to comment on a couple of
items.

I am sure I am not the only person to have spotted that the bottom half of page 30
seems to have been "this month's puzzle page - perm any ten words from 25 and
see if you can make an intelligible sentence." I appreciate only too well that
computers can make a hash of things (mine does on a regular basis) but it would be
nice to know exactly what Mr Baker was trying to tell us. Maybe next time?
More to the point and why I really wanted to drop you a Line was in relation to the
Letter from Peter Davies on page 39.1 suggest that Mr Davies probably approached
the wrong people. Cobham Bus Museum is doing a great job (I would not otherwise
be a member!) but the LBPT's primary concern is not buying and selling other
people's vehicles or providing general advice on preserving former London buses.
It is true that many buses are nowadays sold by word of mouth rather than
advertising and it can be difficult to track down a potential. purchase. I suggest
looking in the glossy magazines at a Newsagent - you might find a suitable bus
advertised - or just visiting events and asking around. However, when it comes to
advice about spare parts, paint, maintenance and all the other details of bus
ownership, I suggest that this organisation (Friends of Classic London Buses of the
Fifties), successor to the RT and RF Register and intended primarily as an owners'
club for RT and RF family and contemporary London buses, would have been able
to tell Mr Davies as much as he wanted to know. Our monthly Newsletters often
run to 30 pages of A4 and there are frequently discussions on just these things and
many others of direct interest to vehicle owners in those pages. We have a couple
of hundred members, many of them bus owners, and with collectively who knows
how many years' experience in the field. I am sure we could have provided help,
support, advice and anything else Mr Davies, or indeed any other potential owner
of a former London bus, might need. There are not many problems of preservation
that our members have not met and solved.

On the point about sales and wants in the magazine, I am baffled by your view that
the magazine is not the right place - why ever not? Over the last 45 years or so I
have been a member of scores of clubs, societies, organisations and so on, devoted
to all manner of subjects. All of these issue some form of newsletter or magazine
and all include advertisements. I cannot see why this should not be the case with
Cobham's publication. It is true that publication on a quarterly basis makes it less
attractive than a monthly publication, but when I did the quarterly magazine of the
Bedford Owners Club we carried advertisements.
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If it is a question of space, it surely would not hurt to reduce the number of pictures
of vehicles which we have all seen and know well, or perhaps you could go down
one point in type size, which can produce a surprisingly-large increase in room
without sacrificing readability.

Personally, I should have thought that a vast reduction could be made in the space
devoted to models, which frankly have little to do with the aim of Cobham Bus
Museum. I am not knocking model collecting as a hobby; I have a small (my wife
would say large) collection myself. It's a rather eclectic one rather than themed and
includes German and French models inter alia, so I am far from opposed to
modelling. However, I find that every bus magazine is full of details of model buses
and accessories and this aspect of the hobby appears to be rather overdone. The
current magazine includes items on Southdown, Maidstone, tube trains and even a
Crosville bus garage kit. It's not exactly relevant, modellers are well catered for
elsewhere, and it could be pruned with advantage to allow space for matters which
have more to do with London Transport buses in preservation.

It will be interesting to see the views of other members on this subject. I have
included odd references to model buses in the Friends' Newsletter, but we make a
point of keeping this to the bare minimum. Every penny spent on a model is a penny
less to be spent on an actual preserved bus is our collective view, and our members
appear to understand this.

I have responded to Mike, but if anyone out there has a view, I’d be pleased
to hear  from you. Dave Jones

From Bob Williamson

Ref. Peter Gomm's letter on page 38 of CBM 65, there was indeed a seperate dis-
play for garage runs off 352 which simply read ' 301 TRING L.T.garage' later
simplified to '301 TRING GARAGE'.

From Frank Everett
Just received the winter issue of your exciting magazine. I'd like to thank Peter
Gomm and Colin Read for their comments. My writings in the Autumn Magazine
are almost entirely from memory so there may be 1 or 2 errors... I'm sure Peter is
correct concerning route 352 serving Northchurch and Berkhampstead during
c1959, but I personally have no way to check this at the moment.
Also, thank you Colin for your remark about Cravens RTs. It was, only wishful
thinking on my part, although I did indeed see Cravens RTs on Route 306, but that
must have been before end 1956.
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Horse Buses in Fulham                                                         Phill Cruise

One of my more unusual jobs at Cobham a while back was assisting in the greasing
and adjustment of the wheel bearings on one of our horse buses. Being in close
proximity gave an opportunity to peruse the advertising on the vehicle which
included that for The Andrews Star Omnibus Company itself.  One of the operating
bases noted was in Fulham, which gave me the incentive to do some research.
Andrews Star were located in premises at 46-48 Farm Lane between 1895 and 1896
until the London Road Car Co. took over as the new occupier. From here they
appear to have relocated to a base at 57 Filmer Road where they occupied stables
until July 1910.  Andrews Star were also known as The Star Omnibus Co. of
London Ltd.

What I had not realised until I started researching was the sheer volume of horse
bus activity centred upon the Fulham area in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries.  The London Road Car Co. were major players with a number of
premises. The LGOC had French origins and the LRCC exploited this by painting
a Union Flag on their buses and came to be known as 'Union Jack'. In addition to
the premises at 46-8 Farm Lane they had extensive stabling between Farm Lane
and Seagrave Road in the mid 1890s which was taken over by the LGOC in 1909.
The LRCC occupied stables next to 2 Mulgrave Road from about 1901 until 1906.
It is still marked on the 1913 O/S map of the area. The company also occupied a
car factory on the odd numbers side of Seagrave Road from 1891 which was taken
over by the General in 1909. In addition LRCC had several premises in Star Road
which appear on the 1894 O/S map. On the north side, which is now covered by a
housing estate, at various times it owned 4,6,8 and 12. 4 and 6 Star Road comprised
a yard and stabling for 175 horses. On the south side where Star Road and Normand
Road meet is a sheltered housing development. In 1892 it was another LRCC depot
with stabling and was also taken over by the General in 1909. In January 1905 the
LRCC 'Union Jack' announced that it was to replace all its horse buses with petrol
engined vehicles.

The largest player in the horse bus stakes was the French owned London General
Omnibus Company and they naturally had a large presence in Fulham with their
horse bus operations. Not far from Star Road is Bramber Road where General
occupied stables and land from 1881 until March 1906. Travelling towards
Hammersmith we come upon Greyhound Road with the public house of that name
on the corner of Fulham Palace Road. The pub is still there but has changed its
name twice in the last twenty years. Until it had a facelift in the 1990s the horse bus
lay-by outside remained as it had been for the previous one hundred years. The
LGOC had stables, workshop, a yard and stores between 108 and 128 Greyhound
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Road from 1901 until July 1916. The 1913 O/S map shows a 'Car Depot' between
Greyhound Road and Garron Road. A much smaller establishment occupied
between 1885 and December 1910 was a shed and yard adjoining number nine
Estcourt Road. One of the earliest premises occupied by the LGOC was in
Hurlingham Road, then called Hurlingham Lane in 1865. This adjoined the railway
arches, presumably once the District Railway had extended to Fulham and
Hurlingham Station (Putney Bridge), and was quite extensive. At one time it
comprised land, buildings, railway arches Nos 41-5, loose boxes, stabling, a forge
and covered accommodation for the omnibuses. I would guess the area near the
railway bridge at the junction of Hurlingham Road and New Kings Road, which is
still in industrial use, may show traces of its history. Running almost parallel with
New Kings Road is Fulham Road which had a long association with horse
transport. At number 462 and adjoining premises the LGOC operated a horse
infirmary from late 1881 until May 1912. The last General horse bus ran on service
32 between London Bridge and Moorgate on 25th October 1911. There were other
stables in Fulham owned by the General. One at 1 Normand Road was occupied
from 1896 until November 1907. The LRCC depot which was taken over by the
General had the code R and presumably ended horse bus operations soon after B
653 arrived in September 1911 as the first of its type there. Over at Farm Lane
Garage (F) B 305 had been the first one on the last day of July and worked on route
28 replacing horse buses.

Motor buses operated on numbered routes, horse buses, however, were painted in
a particular colour associated with the route they were on. Fulham, ‘Salisbury’ to
Liverpool Street buses were white. Hammersmith to Liverpool Street were red. In
B type days the routes became 11 and 9. The latter route in horse bus days took 70
minutes with a bus every four minutes. What can we expect today? The London
Road Car Company introduced tickets in 1891 and on the 31st May that year so did
the General. On Sunday 6th June busmen assembled at Walham Green and went on
strike, officially for shorter hours but in reality because of the tighter revenue
controls. The development of the horse bus can be followed by looking at the three
examples in the care of the London Bus Preservation Trust and the London
Transport Museum. However, quite a lot of photographs exist. The London
Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham Libraries department have many that show
local views and the LT Museum have others,(see notes below).

A surprising amount of infrastructure remains in Fulham. The site of the Andrews
Star depot in Filmer Road sports a 1960/70s building fronting the road but a large
Victorian mews still exists behind this, which must have formed part of the stables.
In Farm Lane and Seagrave Road at the time of writing the whole of the London
Road Car Depot is still in existence as shown on an 1894 O/S Map. A hundred years
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ago had there been bus spotters this area would have had the same significance as
Chiswick. Bus bodies were built there and facilities included a wheelwrights shop.
There are still a number of local bus routes, most important trunk routes, that can
directly trace their roots back to horse bus days. Fulham to Liverpool Street is still
route 11. Putney Common to Piccadilly is still the 22, Putney to Tottenham Court
Road still the 14 and Wandsworth to Kilburn Park 28. What is interesting is that
they were all longer when worked by horses but the average speed attained by the
buses isn't that much better than when B types took over from the horses some
hundred years ago!

Relevant photographs in the LT Museum Archives.
Knife board buses in Putney High Street in 1882 on routes through Fulham, ref
1998/87202
Conductor on the platform of a garden seat bus on the Holloway and Fulham Route.
ref 1998/84378
London Road Car Co bus at West Kensington in 1894.ref 1998/6964 London Road
Car Co bus on Fulham to Liverpool Street route 1904. ref 1998/20716
LGOC horse infirmary 1911.ref 1998/84626
Hammersmith and Fulham Archives and Local History Collections are at 191
Talgarth Road London W6 8BJ.

The Andrew’s Star/LRCC depot Farm Lane  frontage in February 2010, looking
north .                All photos - Alan Thompson
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Looking north east to the “stub” of Farm Lane. The white building was the LRCC
depot.
A view of the building in the centre of the above photo, looking  north.
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The entrance to the LRCC depot, with a hint of  the interior.
The Seagrave Road frontage of the same depot.
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Memories of Route 412 (or Curly Archer and an everyday story of country bus
folk)   Steve Edmonds

The accompanying photograph is of T608 at the Holmbury St. Mary terminus of
route 412 circa 1950/51. The bus is parked in front of “The Royal Oak” in the space
which today has been grassed over and set out with picnic tables. The pub doesn’t
appear to have changed much in just under 60 years; merely the addition of a front
porch in the centre.

Two sets of crew are posing with their pride and joy. I know little of the history of
the vehicle except that she was taken into stock by LPTB for Green Line service on
11th July 1938. No doubt she played her part in the war effort, perhaps as an
ambulance or “Clubmobile” for the US forces before ending up as a country bus
based at Dorking garage. Does anyone know whether she ever appeared in LT red
livery? T608 was taken out of LTE stock on 20th January 1954.

The driver nearest the bus is “Curly” Archer and his usual conductor standing next
to Ivy, the conductress, is Harold Creasey. Curly and Harold worked together for
many years and gave a typical country bus personal service to their regular
passengers, all of whom they knew well.

Harold’s daughter, Angela, sent me the photo and the following details of the route
as she remembers them as a small girl. The bus ran two or three times a day, the
first journey starting at Holmbury St. Mary at 8.10 a.m. The bus was parked
overnight there as none of the crew had cars to drive to the garage in Dorking.

Angela’s memory of the inward journey of the 412 is that the bus took a right turn
out of the pub and another right on to the main road through the village. It then took
a left signposted Abinger Common down the back road out of Holmbury to
Parkhurst Corner, turned left and through Abinger Common before passing along
Hollow Lane to Wotton. A right turn on to the A25 took the route to Dorking,
through Westcott, arriving at Dorking North Station some 50 minutes later. Can
anyone confirm these details please?

Sometime in the early 50s a bus which they were crewing on this route was
involved in a collision on Coast Hill, Wotton. Harold was thrown from one end of
the saloon to the other and his back was seriously injured. It put him out of
conducting action for a long time and he was forced to wear a surgical corset for
several years afterwards. His compensation was £700, which was a tidy sum in
those days. The money enabled the family to have a much needed extension built
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on the house. Sadly the 1958 strike crippled the family finances which in the end
led to Harold resigning his post with LTE.

Photograph published by kind permission of Mrs Angela Flay

ITEMS FOR THE MAGAZINE
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David Jones
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Please send pictures separate from text, as they don’t reproduce well if copied from
a Word Document.

Slides or prints will be returned.
Please ensure your name and contact details are on each item.

NEXT COPY DATE
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TDs at Heathrow Brian A L Jones

The London Transport TD class of single-deck buses provided a stop-gap, post WWII,
solution to the urgent need to replace worn-out and mainly obsolescent vehicles, prior
to the arrival of a modern underfloor engine fleet. 131 were ordered, 31 having bodies
constructed by Weymann and the remaining 100 by Mann Egerton of Norwich, using
their widely used standard design. All were mounted on a Leyland Tiger PS1 chassis
with a Leyland 7.4 litre diesel (oil) engine that produced 100bhp with a four-speed
manual gearbox. All of the buses discussed in this article were contained in the Mann
Egerton deliveries.

In April 1955 five London Transport TDs were loaned by LT to the Ministry of
Transport and Civil Aviation at Heathrow for a short period. All five may be seen in
the photograph below taken from the Control Tower Building looking northwards
towards
the Main
Tunnel.
On the
right of
the photo
the five
TDs
occupy a
lay-by off
Inner
Ring
Road
East in
the
company
of three
BEA AEC Regal IV town terminal coaches and two Ministry of Transport and Civil
Aviation Bedford coaches that were used primarily for spectators’ airport tours.

The TDs numbered 34, 63, 84-86 and 112 appear to have been experimentally used for
transporting passengers between aircraft on the central area aprons and the North East
Face Passenger Terminal Building, subsequently named Buildings 1 Britannic and 2
Europa and eventually becoming Terminal 2. This is borne out by the photograph right
that shows TD86 (JXC279) positioned by one of the airside covered ways that
connected the apron to the first –floor airside gallery of the passenger terminal. It can
be seen that the layout of those covered ways allowed passengers moving in either
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inbound or
outbound to
be directed to
proceed on
foot or board
or dismount
from buses.
Evidently the
passengers in
the picture,
having arrived
on a BEA
Elizabethan

class Airspeed Ambassador, have been asked to ascend the gangway into the terminal
building.

After their London
Transport
employment most
TDs were sold, a few
going to contractors
linked to Heathrow
projects. TD118 was
photographed by the
late Bill Cotterell in
June 1976 opposite
Heathrow’s Multi-
Storey Car Park 3. A
bemused airline staff
member inspects the
bus, which has been
provided with an entrance door, a luxury that the class never had while in LT service.
As the last bus in the TD class was placed in service in October 1949 and the final TD
route was operated by London Transport in October 1962, TD 118 had probably been
in private ownership for as long as its original service career.

References
London Airport – Central Office of Information (1957)
The Single deck TD Class – Malcolm E Papes – London Bus Magazine No.103 (1998)
The photograph of the five TDs is from the Author’s collection
Bill Cotterell photo from Cobham Bus Museum archive.
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And talking ofTDs, Chris Stanley sent a couple of phtotos of TD95 , taken at
Stonebridge depot in March 1969 , a year before the other photos published of it
also in SE in a previous issue.  The significance of the 1966 (assume it’s not the
World Cup ) number is unknown, perhaps a "more senior" member may know.
              Photos (c)Peter Esposito via Chris Stanley
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Chris also sent this of STL 441 at Battersea Park in 1979, with Shilibeer RMs in
the background.            (c)Michael Clarke via Chris Stanley
And here’s STL 441 at Lincolns Inn during a brake in the recent filming of Foyle’s
War.                 Photo - Tony Wild
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Which leads us neatly to more STL activity with four photos
by Graham Smith from the 6 September 2009 route 65 event.
Left - two STLs meet at Chessington Zoo (or World of
Adventures for its current title)
Lower left - What lovely rear ends!
Right - Peter Osborn at the wheel
Lower right - nearside view at Ealing, Argyle Road,
showing the superb period blinds produced by John Shirley
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While the main interest for most is the the buses, without the crews life would be
less moving.  Graham Smith  sent four photos of CBM members at the RTW 60
celebrations on 26 Sept 2009.
 Peter Brown in the cab of RTW75     Tim Stubbs in the cab of RTW467
Trevor Hawes on the back of RTW75   John Gray in front of RTW75
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An exchange of e-mails resulted
in Kevin McCormack passing on
this atmospheric photo of a B type
on route 31.  The photo shows the
LGOC crew and another
employee (an inspector?). The
conductor, standing on the
vehicle, is William George Allen,
he had a disabled hip and was
discharged from the army in 1914
as he could not march and carried
on his old job on the buses
through the war. He is the
grandfather of Judy McNair (nee
Judy Allen), wife  of a friend
Kevin was at school with from
age 4 to 18. Kevin suggests the
picture was taken before the First
World War because the use of the
word "Service” above the route
number  (31) was discontinued
from about 1913, replaced by a
stenciled number mounted on an
illuminated box.

If anyone can provide any more
information, such as location, it
would be most welcome.

The item below recently came into my possession, but what is it?  It’s 24”
long, with a wooden handle and shaft.  There is a bulb in a brass cage at the
end, with a retaining spring and the cable, with red and black wires, is about

6’ long.  Any
information
would be
appreciated.

Please contact
the Editor.
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The Matt Monro Connection                                          Colin Read

In CBM Magazine no. 45 (Autumn 2004) Phill Cruise penned an article on Matt
Monro and the possible connection with our RTL.

As a regular volunteer with TfLs Records & Archive Management team at 55
Broadway, I have been doing some research to see whether any dates of his
employment as a bus driver with London Transport could be confirmed. I gather that
TfL only retain records of bus crews in their employ for seven years after they leave
and they had no record, but I was referred to the library at the  London Transport
Museum to see whether they could help. Here I was able to inspect bound copies of
the erstwhile London Transport Magazine covering most of the period 1951-59.
Regrettably nothing came to light, which is surprising considering Matt's rapid rise
to fame from 1956.

An old friend of mine, John Barrie, who passed away in 2007, was a bus conductor
(ex-tram) at Holloway (J) during the 1950s and certainly remembered working with
Matt (as Terry Parsons) on at least one occasion on the 19s.  Matt did appear briefly
in a documentary on London buses and from this, his badge no. (N46052) was
clearly visible. There is quite a lot of material on the Internet on Mr Monro, mainly
of course his showbiz career, including a link to his daughter, Michele, who I
recently e-mailed and received an immediate response! She is currently writing a
book on her father, which is due out in 2010. She confirmed that he was definitely
a driver at Holloway on routes 14 and 27 (only) but he drove only for a few months,
in which case I think that any possible Riverside garage connection (and that of RTL
139) can be discounted. Matt (Terry) was demobbed from the army in 1953 and had
a number of jobs, as stated, including driving lorries.

Otherwise, the position is exactly as stated by Phill, including reference to the
27-minute musical film 'Go With Matt Monro' of 1967. Do any copies of this still
exist I wonder?

25 years (almost) after his death, and coincident with the publication of the
biography mentioned above,  the Daily Express published, on 30 January this year,
an item titled “Tragedy of the Singing Bus Driver”.  The final comment is “in 2005,
Michele discovered a  recording of her father performing that had been in a family
garage for nearly 40 years. The film was put on DVD and released as An Evening
With Matt Monro. It shot to the top of the DVD music charts. Matt Monro had finally
achieved the UK No1 he had always craved” The full article can be found here:
http://www.dailyexpress.co.uk/posts/view/155023/Matt-Monro-Tragedy-of-the-
singing-bus-driver
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Book Reviews                                                                              Phill Cruise.

THE LONDON BUS, James Taylor, published by Shire Publications at £5.99

This is a recent addition to the well known Shire library of publications that deal with
all kinds of traditional British subjects. It is in their usual format, paperback with soft
covers.  There are sixty four pages lavishly illustrated,  mainly in colour, that give a
concise history of buses in London from the horse bus era to the present day.  The
eleven chapters cover topics as diverse as design, manufacture and maintenance,
crews iconic designs (RT and RM),buses in wartime and places to visit. One of these
is Cobham naturally and our vehicles are featured in the illustrations.  This is a great
little book that will appeal to the casual reader and enthusiast alike and excellent
value for money.

LONDON TROLLEYBUSES a black and white album.
Compiled by Mick Webber and published by Capital at £19.95

Mick Webber is a name well known among students of London's transport but this
volume does not contain the fruits of his own photographic expeditions, but rather
years of collecting the photographs taken by other professionals. Some of the views
in this book were taken from glass plate negatives and are of crystal clarity.  Many
are official manufacturers' pictures and others are from contemporary press agencies.
There are official LPTB views too, sourced from the LT Museum.  The pictures. are
arranged in chronological order and start with the 'Diddlers' in very original condi-
tion.  Views include B2s under construction at Brush Coachworks in 1935,Fls and Ks
at Leyland and E2s under construction at Addlestone.  If you want to find out what a
trolley looked like under the skin, it’s in this book. Other shots show Trolleybuses in
service before the war, during hostilities and up to the late 1940s, with the introduc-
tion of the first batch of Qls.  A 696 is pictured after it skidded and fell into someone’s
front garden in Wickham Lane in 1937.  The expression on the face of the lady of the
house has to be seen!  In 1949 an Edmonton K3 did something similar not far from
its home depot.

The book is in landscape format with full plate illustrations and has glossy hard
covers, the front of which features the only D1 Trolleybus when allocated to Bexley-
heath, travelling to Woolwich on the 696 at Crayford Bridge.

If you are a Trolleybus enthusiast this will be for you and Trolleybus modelers will
find the wealth of detail shown an invaluable help in following their hobby.  The
shots of vehicles in service, with all the contemporary street furniture vehicles and
people, conjure up a long lost age. How long will it be before some whizzo reinvents
the trolleybus?
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London’s Buses in Miniature                                                Alan Purssey

MEMBERS DAY 21st MARCH

I together with Roger Shaw will be displaying some of our models and garage
dioramas .

There will be a raffle in aid of the RT 1 appeal. Your chance to take away one of
three models, hand finished down to the last detail. The models are ST279 on
route148 finished as in service circa 1939,  ST624 on route 65 as in circa 1950 and
a replica of Cobham’s STL441 on route118, complete with the correct posters. See
the picture below.  Tickets are £1 with every penny going in the fund. We shall also
have details on the The Model Bus Federation with some free back journals issued
each month to members.  We look forward to meeting you.

VICTORIAN SHELTER

An item of street furniture lacking in the model scene are bus shelters although
C.M.N.L have partly addressed this missing item by introducing their modern
version.

Mark Hughes has in his in his scenic range an etched brass passenger shelter based
on the actual shelter found on Portsmouth sea front. It is in an Edwardian cantilever
style, with detailed brass scroll brackets, with white metal gutter, downpipe, and
supporting pillars. Glazing is supplied which is sandwiched between the two rear
sections. The roof glazing does need to be cut to size; the roof is recessed for this
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purpose. Shelters like these were equally at home all over the country and were
often placed at tram and later bus stops. This is a well detailed model for any
diorama or period layout I recommend a mat paint so as not to obscure the fine
detail. Price £10.50 plus £1.00 p/p
Another style of driving mirrors to this now popular range is now available – oblong
with inverted U brackets item F30E priced at £1.00 per pack of three pairs.
 For details contact Mark Hughes models, Orchard Rise, Tobberton, Gloucester,
GL19 3AT

LANGLEY MINIATURE MODELS

Many of their items are useful to diorama builders and recently they have added new
items to the range: kit G8 Landaulete, two-horse wedding carriage; kitF223 an
illuminated police wall lamp; kit F237 etched brass Ornate “cast iron” fencing e.g.,
Stately home 276x 40mm high; F238 Ornate gates “cast iron” both sets £8.85, a
useful item often placed around tram depots, garage kits, and station building etc.
For those who do not have the painting skills some items come ready painted. All
these items can be viewed on their web-site www.langleymodels.co.uk or contact

three bridges road, Crawley, Sussex, RH10 1LE. Tel 0129 329

ROMFORD FIRE STATION

Released in December is a semi relief model of Romford fire station. The model is
approximately 14” wide and 6” inches in depth complete with a tower at 12 inches
in height.

As a Christmas present to everyone John included on his website two downloadable
bus shelters typical of the London Transport era, an open concrete version with
posters plus a wooden type found in the country areas again complete with poster
and bus stop flags They were both downloaded from a PDF file and copied or pasted
onto a thin card, and then cut out following the instructions.

DOVERCOURT EASTERN NATIONAL DEPOT

This is another garage in his provincial range, a compact model only 8” in width by
10” in depth
John has produced the Canvey island depot as it was before closure with the Eastern
national sign over the entrance.
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POPLAR GARAGE (PR)

Opened in 1906 as a tram depot for the L.C.C, it was converted to Trolleybus
operation in 1940.  In 1959 it was the first garage to house Routmaster buses for the
trolleybus replacement scheme. The model is 33” wide by 5” deep. Price £16.00

ESCALATORS

ESCW In keeping with the underground theme John has produced a three stair
escalator complete with posters. It climbs to 68mm and is 90mm wide. It could be
fiddly, but with a clear acetate roof could be used  with other station kits to produce
an authentic Underground scene. Price £8.00

BUS ADVERTS

John has launched a new range of stick-on bus adverts aimed at the E.F.E range of
buses; they can equally be used on resin and white metal kits.
He recommends removing the existing side adverts, due to the differing
sizes, by using nail varnish remover. I have tried this method using cotton
buds, care is needed in using the remover near any plastic parts, or near any
tampo printing you wish to retain

The side adverts come in ten sets, priced at £2.50 for ten adverts. The front and rear
adverts priced at 2.50 for forty adverts. He also does a set of tram adverts priced at
£3.50 for eighteen adverts.

BRITBUS ZONE

This is a new unofficial website launched in January to bring you all the latest news
from britbus, with photographs’ of the future models. This is a companion site to
the EFE. Zone both of which are run as a hobby for those collectors of EFE and
Britbus models. And are not in any way commented with either business.
www.britbuszone.co.uk

SCALESCENE

The website’s latest downloadable model is of a typical small garage suitably
weathered, complete with full interior kiosk. Other features are a car lift, work
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bench, petrol pumps, and a selection of period metal signs. All that is lacking are the
figures and die cast cars to make  a characteristic scene. Priced at £3.99    Plus a free
downloadable warehouse with a choice of brick colours for you to try out for
yourself, complete with full instructions.

They are also producing a handy selection of railway structures including a news-
stand, toilets, ticket collector’s barrier and equipment cabinets to compliment
platform scenes.

O.O.C. ROUTEMASTER

Corgi has made a fine model with some extra detailing compared to the EFE
version. The tampo printed representation of the seat moquete is excellent so are the
rear lights and reflectors, shame the offside rear light is positioned too far over and
should be above the reflector. There are some good comparison photos of EFE and
O.O.C.  on the model bus website www.themodelbus.com fotopic

E.F.E.

January will see the release of the four bay casting of the 36” B.E.T. The modelwill
be finished in the light grey colours of Green line, depicting coach RC12
registration CUV 70C as used of route 705 to Windsor. The tampo printing is
excellent with some very fine printing, in particular the bull’s-eye motif on the front
panel.

 WATER BASED PAINT

A number of paint manufacturers are now turning to water based paint. These come
in both gloss and matt finishes. These paints will not cover on a plain surface, the
model has to be primed first or if you prefer use a matt oil-based paint as an
undercoat. I have tried one on a resin model which covered well and unlike oil
paints did not obscure the fine details. It dried to a mat finish,  which I coated when
dry with a varnish. The end result is a great finish without any brush marks.

The bonus with water based paints; it is easier to clean the brushes
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The annual Christmas light tour took place on  12th  December and was recorded
by Micheal Baker.  John Hinson had reserved the upper deck of RT 1784 for
families with sick children, for whom collections were made en route.
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Upper left, a view familiar to many Londoners of a bygone era, lower left - at St
Paul’s Cathedral, above, in Regent Street, and below, Zippy, Bungle and George
are underneath the arches at London Bridge Station. And does Ovaltine work?
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Page 30 of Issue 65

Some eagle-eyed readers spotted the error on page 30 of the last issue where  I had
dropped a photo over the text, rather than among it.  The affected paragraph is
reproduced in full below, with apologies to Michael Baker, the author of the piece.

So on a June Saturday morning I boarded an Amersham bound 710, my first trip by
Green Line as far as I can recall.   Five routes passed the top of our road, all worked
by RFs which had replaced 10T10s in 1951 from a variety of garages, both north
and south of the river.    My friend, Barry, who regularly used Green Line, said he
found the 10T10s marginally more comfortable than their successors, but be that as
it may I had no cause for complaint and felt rather superior, not least because
although as far as central London I was travelling through familiar territory but
with far fewer stops than in a red bus, but also because one was a good deal higher
than in a seat on the lower deck of a double decker, an advantage lost in today’s low
floor era.    My destination was Gerrards Cross, where the STL had been pictured
and then Beaconsfield whence it was bound.   My knowledge of the Country Area
north of the Thames was minimal in the extreme, my only previous venture being
to Watford to cop post-war STLs, then based at the High Street.
Chris Stanley found this shot of RT 106 in its role as a turnover vehicle, 1036TV.
Stonebridge depot in 1968. The bus was later bought by the LBPG and broken for
spares.                            Photo(c)Peter Esposito via Chris Stanley
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Leaving a Legacy to Cobham

The London Bus Preservation Trust, which runs Cobham Bus Museum, receives no
statutory or official funding and we rely for finance entirely on the fundraising efforts
of our Members, volunteers and supporters.

As a Registered Charity, Cobham pays no inheritance tax (under current rules) on
legacies it receives. By making a Bequest to the Trust, you can help us to preserve
London's Bus Heritage for future generations. You can leave to the Trust either a
specific sum of money or a proportion of your estate or your collection of transport
items. We recommend that you consult an expert before drawing up your will but
suggest the following wordings for you to consider:

 - I give the whole (or a percentage share) of the residue of my estate to the
London  Bus Preservation Trust, Registered Charity No. 1053383 to be used for its
general  charitable purposes.

 - I give free of tax the sum of £________ (in figures and words) to the London
Bus Preservation Trust, Registered Charity No. 1053383 to be used for its general
charitable purposes.

 - I give my collection of transport memorabilia and ephemera to the
London  Bus Preservation Trust, Registered Charity No. 1053383, to be retained or
disposed of at the discretion of its trustees in furtherance of the Charity's general
objectives .

Remember us in your will and help to secure the long-term future of London's
Bus Heritage.

Donating your tax-rebate via Self Assessment

If you do your tax return by Self Assessment and find that you are due a rebate, you
can donate all or part of this to the Trust in one easy step. HM Revenue & Customs
does all the work - they send us the money direct and even add 28p for each £1 that
you donate.

Simply decide how much of your rebate you wish to give to Cobham, nominate The
London Bus Preservation Trust in the relevant box and quote our code of HAT33TG.
The system will then do the rest automatically and you can be satisfied that your
donation will come direct to the Museum and help us to keep London's Bus Heritage
alive.
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